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Interpretive Gapping in Montague Grammar 

Gregory T. Stump 

The Ohio State University 

Surface structure in Montague grammar. As the result of the 
curr~nt interest of many lingUists in the investigation of 
Montague grammar as an interesting framework for the semantic 
description of natural languages, certain fundamental assump­
tions about what has traditionally been called 'surface struc­
ture' have been reexamined. Several analysts have indepen­
dently demonstrated the possibility of directly 'building up' 
surface structures which, under previous analyses, had to be 
transformationtlly derived from different structures--thus, it 
has been shown that neither passives, shifted datives, pseudo­
cleft sentences, prenominal adjectives, common-noun anaphors, 
'equi' sentences, nor 'raising' sentences need be secondarily 
produced. Such work is evidence of a procedural assumption 
that is definitely 'in the air' among some if not all Montague 
grammarians--namely that, in the absence of good evidence to 
the contrary, no surface construction should be treated as 
arising secondarily from some putatively antecedent structure. 
It is certainly a matter of interest to see how far one can 
go with such a strong methodological guideline. For example, 
it suggests that ellipsis constructions should be treated as 
basic, underived from the corresponding full constructions; 
that is, it suggests that ellipsis be approached interpretively. 
What I would like to do here is to discuss the ramifications 
of this suggestion for the treatment of the familiar brand of 
verbal ellipsis known as gapping; this discussion will be 
based on a necessarily schematic interpretive treatment of 
gapping in a Montague framework. 
The interpretive analysis of gapping. Before proceeding, I 
want to make explicit what I mean by an interpretive analysis 
of gapping. Under such an analysis, the ellipsis ,(. gap') i t ­
self should not be thought of as a constituent, since (i) it 
has none of the characteristics of constituency; (ii) ellipses 
would otherwise have to occur as expressions of a number of 
different syntactic categories, including a few without inde­
pendent motivation; and (iii) a treatment of ellipses as pho­
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I
I netically null constituents wo;?ld violate the well_;f'o:r;mednes s 
constraint (see Partee (ms.l). Neither under what I am,I I
. calling an interpretive analysis of gapping, may the ellipsis 
be thought of as a structurally complex stretch 0:£ empty phrase 
structure:. this tack, taken by Jackendoff (1912), is meant to
I 	allow gapp~ngs to undergo NP-moving transformati ons (e. g. to 
allow the gapping in 1 to be passivized as 2); it must al.so be 
1. CSCS[NPJohn][ Aurres ] [vp[Vfind]CNP"IaryJJ] and [S[NpBillJ 
CAUX6][vp[V~][NPJane]]]] 
2. 	 CSCSCN~ary]CAUXis]CvpCVfoundJCbyCNpJohnJJ JJ and 
CSCNpJane][A~J[vpCV~JCbY[NPBillJJ]J] 
ruled out for reasons (i) and (iii) (and it would be unmoti­
vated in a system without movement transformations. anyway). 
In short, what is meant by an interpretive treatment of' gapping 
is one in which the gapped clause, analyzed as consisting only 
of its two 'remnant constituents' (thus, 1 would be reanalyzed 
as 3). receives an incomplete interpretation, the remainder of 
whi ch is derived from the interpretation of the full antecedent 
clause. It is this fully interpretive conception of: gapping 
3. [t[TJohn][IVCTVfinds][TMary]]] and [t[TBillJ[TJaneJJJ 
which will be explored here. 

The syntax of gappings. Evidently, an interpretive anal.ysis 

of gapping involves a strictly compositional syntax. Gapped 

clauses are to be built up directly by the concatenation of' 

the preelliptical with the postelliptical remnant constituent. 

Sag (1976) correctly observes that the re:mnants of' a gapping 

are both maj or phrasal constituents--that is. a given remnant 

might be thought to belong to one of the six maj or phrasal. 

categoriss in 4. 
4. 	 T - the category t/IV of terms' 
A _ the category CN/CN of adcommon-nouns (adj ectives ) 
IV - the basic category of intransitive verb phrases 
AV - the category IV/IV of adverbs 
t - the basic category of declarative sentences 
At - the category tit of adsentences 
Thus. all possible gapped clauses may be produced by a struc­
tural operation effecting the concatenation of two major phra­
sal constituents (at the same time introducing the objective 
form of a personal pronoun occurring as the second of' these, 
or introduci~g syncategorematic ~ if the second of: these is 
a sentence): 
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[ [ aJ that [ $JJ, where A is a major
5· FO( [ACtJ '[t$J 1 = tAt phrasal category I 
[ [ CtJ[ himJJ, where A is as above. IF 0 ([ACtJ , [TheJ ) tAT 
[ [ aJ[ BJJ, where A,B are major phrasalFO([AClJ'[BBJ) = 
t A 	 c~tegories and [BaJ isn't as above. 
By means o£ this structural operation, gapped clauses such 
as 6-8 are produced. 
6. [t[~aryJ[AvquicklyJJ 
7. [t[IVto runJ[AexuberantJJ 
8. [t[AtdailyJ that [t[TJohnJ[IvtalkSJJJ 
Structures like this are con,joi~ed with full structures by the 
rule 9 of sentence conjunction, the result being sentences like 
10-12. 
9. Fl([t$J'[t$J) = [t[t~] and [t$JJ 
10. 	 [t[t[TJohn][IV[IVrunsJ[AVSlowlyJ]] and [t[TMaryJ 
[AVquicklyJJJ 
11. 	 [t[t[IVto walk] [IV[TV /Ivuw{es] [ThimJ[IV[IV/ AfeelJ 

[Acontent]]JJ and [t[IVto runJeAexuberantJJJ 

12. 	 [t[t[AtweeklyJet[TBillJ[IV[IV/tdeniesJ that [t[TMaryJ 
[IVwalksJ]]]] and [t[AtdailyJ that [t[TJohnJeIVtalks]JJJ 
The interpretive semantics of gappings. The interpretation of 
structures like 10-12 is to be induced by their translation into 
intensional logic (IL). In what follOWS, I shall adopt the 
IL-translation scheme set forth in Cooper (1975:175-88), where­
by possibly ambiguous syntactic expressions translate as sets of 
sequences of sequences o£ IL expressions (a setup which allows 
Coqper to dispense with the disambiguated language and to treat 
quantification interpretively); the advantage of this framework 
in the present context is its special suitability for inter­
pretive accounts. I must necessarily assume familiarity with 
this work. 
The key to the interpretive semantics of gappings is the pair 
of IL-translation rules corresponding to the syntactic rule 5 
of gapped clause formation and the rule 9 of sentence conjunc­
tion. 
The translation rule corresponding to 5 supplies an unbound 
variable for the missing portion of the translation of a gapped 
clause. Its statement is as follows (here and henceforth, I 
follow Cooper's practice of using~' to represent the first 
member of anyone of the sequences (of sequences) in the trans­
12'8L8 
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lation of ct; ct!! to represent all relll.aining members of tha.t se.. 
quence; and {<~>} to represent the set of sequences of the form 
<13> l: 
13. If [AetJ'[B13J translate as {«et ' >, et t!>],{«S'>,B
II>} res­
pectively, then FO([AOtJ, ) translates as 
{«v0, <s ,g( (t/A) IB) > { hl3 I}( het ' ) > ,Ct" ,Il"> } 
where A,B are major phrasal categories. 
This 	rule translates 10-12 a.s the respective sets 14-16: 
14. 	 {:vo,<s,g((t/T)/AVl>{hqUiCkly'}(PP{m}»,«vo{'QUiCklyl} 
(PP{x }»,<APP{m},x »J 
n n 
15. 	 {<vo,<8 ,g( (t/IV) I A» {"exuberant I} ("run I»} 
16. 	 {<VO,<8 ,g( (t/At lit» {"Ctalk' (j )]} (~daily1», 

«vo{~[talk'(x )]}("daily' »,<APP{j},x »}

n 	 n 
Now, coordinate clauses introduced by the rule 9 of sentence 
conjunction will receive their standard translation when Fl has 
two full sentences as its arguments; if, however, the second 
argument of F is a gapped clause a (produced by 5). then the 
translation ot the resulting expression will involve a proce­
dure whereby the free variable introduced in the translation 
of ct (by 13) is bound by part of the translation of the full 
antecedent clause 13. To state this procedure in a precise w~, 
reference will have to be made to the singleton first member of 
that second order sequence in which the translation of each term 
phrase in 13 is stored. ·This will be the least translation of 
a: the singleton first member of that second order sequence in 
the set of second order sequences into which 13 translates con­
taining the greatest number of member sequences. Thus. for 
example, the least translation of 8 is 17, as can be inferred 
from 16. 
1'T. 	 <VO ,<s ,g( (t/At) /t» {' [talk' (x )J} ('daily' »n 
By making use of this notion. we can state the IL-translation 
rule corresponding to 9 as follows: 
18. 	 If [t<pJ'[tl/JJ translate as {«<jl'>,rp">},{«l/I'>,IjI">} res­
pectively, then 
(i) F 	 (C rpJ'[tIjJJ) translates as {«<p' A 1ji'>.~H,1/J">},
1 t 
if both [t<pJ and [tljiJ contain a finite main verb; 
(ii) 	if [tl/JJ is of the form [t[Aet][BaJJ (where A,B are 
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major phrasa.l categories) and contains no finite main 
verb, then Fl(Jt$J,CtwJ) translates as 
{«$' II !.vo,<s,g(t!A}!B»w ' (T»,cJ>",1/I">} for each T, 
where: [t$] has the internal structure Ct[AoJ ~ X ­
C yJ - YJ (where X contains the finite main verb of 
B 
[ cpJ, if such exists, or is otherwise null) and the res­
t ' 
pective least translations of [AoJ,CByJ are ,~n and 
T{n}(~) is logically equivalent to 5he singleton :first 
member of some translation of Ct$J· 
Clause (ii) of 18 is very complex, and is best illuminated 
with an example. Consider sentence 19. 
19. 	 CtCtCTJohnJ[IVCTVseeksJ[TCDE~aJCCNunicornJJJJ and 
[tCTMaryJ[TCDET!l.JCCNcentaurJJJJ 
The first coordinate clause of 19 receives 20 as its transla­
tion, in accordance with Cooper's IL-translation procedures. 
20. 	 {<APP{jr(seek'(PVx[unicorn'(x) II P{x}J)>, 
«APP{j} ~ (seek' (PP{X } ) » ,<APVxCunicorn '(x) f\ pix} J ,Xl» ,
l 
<APP{j } (yVxCunicorn' (x) II seek' (y, PP{x}) J> , 
«APP{xoY(seek'(PVxcunicorn'(x) II Pix}]»~> ,<APP{j},XO», 
«APP{xo}~(seekl(pP{~}»>'<APP{j}'Xo>'<APVX[UniCornl(x) 
II Pix} J ,Xl» , 
«APP{xo}(yVxcunicorn'(x) II seek'(y, PP{x})J», 
<APP{j} ,Xo» , 
<Vx[unicorn'(x) II seek'(j, PP{x})J>} 
By 13, the second coordinate clause of 19 translates as 21: 
21. 	 {<VO,!S,g«t/T)/T}>{PVxccentaurl(x) II p{x}J}(PP{m}}>, 
«v {FP{x }}(PP{m}}>,<APVxCcentaur l (x) II P{x}J,x »,
O 2	 2A 	 A 
«vo{PVxccentaur'(x) II P{x}J}(pP{x }»,<APP{m},x », 
A A 3 3 
«v {PF{x }}(PP{X }»,<APP{m} ,x > ,<APVx[centaurl(x}
O 2 3 3

II ph} J ,x » ,

2
<VxCcentaur'(x) II Vo{PP{x}}(PP{m})J>} 
Given- these facts, it can be seen how 18(ii} binds alloccur­
rences of vO,<s ,g( (t/T)/T» in 21: since the respective least 
transJ. 
}'PP{:x: 
C 
20 .. Us 
22. 
Thus" 
23. 
24. 
These 
:in the 
ot" the 
23. 
Th:is 
most :t 
tha.t a 
produc 
25. 
26. 
27. 
would, 
I 611 
:inter); 
Discus 
just c 
gapp:Lr; 
28. 
Tha.t :i 
va.t:ior: 
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translations of [TJohn] and [T[DETa][CNunicornll in 20 are 
APP{xO} and APP{X }, there is clearly only one value 1'or T in
l
 
20, namely 22. 

22. 	 AA1i'A!)lS' { ~ (seek t('Q)}} 
Thus, {<AvO,<S,g«t/T)/T»ljJl(T}>} is 23. 
23. 	 {<APP{m}A(seek'iPvx[centaur'tx) A P{x}J}», 

<APP{m} A (seek I (pP{x }»)>, 

A 2 
<AFP{x } A (seek I (PYx[centaur' ex) A P{x}]))>.
3

<APP{x }A(seek' (PP{X }))>·

3 2 
<Yx[centaur'(x)A APP{m}~(seek'(PP{x}))J>} 
24. 	 {«,p' /I AvO,<s ,g( (tiT) /T» 1JI r (A}.1iJ..:?.1'{ "(seek' (~) )}», 
<p",IjJ">} 
These are the values of AVO,<S ,g( (t!T)!T»I/J' (T) that will occur 
in the translation 24 01' 19. Note that every di stinct reading 
of' the first coordinate clause of 19 has a parallel reading in 
23. 
This 1'ramework is apparently powerful enough to accougt for 
most instances of gapping in active coordinate clauses. Note 
that although a syntax incorporating 5 and 9 would overgenerate, 
producing all kinds of unlikely gappings (e.g. 25-27), these 
25. 	 CtCtCTJohn][rv[rVruns][AyslowlyJ]] and [t[TBill] 
[AexuberantJJJ 
26. 	 [t[t[ryto walkJCrYCTV!rvmakes](ThimJ[rY[IY!AfeelJ 
[ACafitent]J]J and [t[TMary]CAyCJ.uicklyJJ] 
27. Ct[tCAtweeklyJCt[TBillJCrvCIY/tdeniesJ that (tCTMaryJ 
CrywalksJJ]J] and CtCAtsometimes]EAton Thursday]J] 
would, of course, be completely uninterpretable in the semantics. 
I shall now discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this 
interpretive approach to gapping. 
=,'~~~~~"F,~JIlnong the advantages 01' the interpretive approach 
; are a few formal ones. First, it allows stacked 
as in 28) to be treated exactly like single gappings. 
28. 	 John likes Mary, Bill Jane, and Harry Susan. 
Tha.t is, the IL translations assigned to the syntactic deri ­
vation 29 by 18 are well-formed. No proposed deletion for­
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29. Fl C[t[TJOhnJ[IV[TVl1kesJ[~aryJJ1, Fl CCt[TBillJ[TJaneJJ, 
[t[THarryJ CTSusanJJ) ) 
mulation can account for gappings like 28 without some kind of 
ad hoc assumption as to how rules apply. 
Also, if, as Ross (1970) originally suggested, gapping is 
to be stated once for all in the theory of grammar, then the 
approach outlined here affords a more elegant account of the 
apparent correlation of a language's word order typology to 
the order of a gapped clause with respect to its antecedent 
clause in that language. We could, for example, stipulate 
that in VO languages, the structural operation Fl is as in 9, 
but that in OV languages, Fl([tcjlJ,Ctlj!J) [t[tljiJ and [t!/lJJ; 
no change whatever would then be necessary in the statement 
of 18. This would reduce the difference between gappings in 
VO languages and those in OV languages to the most shallow 
possible leve1--a difference in the order of constituents. No 
deletion formulation of gapping can be so simply treated as 
expressing a near-universal fact about this type of verbal 
ellipsis without recourse to such theoretically doubtful 
devices as mirror-image rules, etc. 
Thirdly, deletion analyses of gapping have always required 
the possibility of two deletion sites, so as to account for 
gappings such as 30. Thus, the deletion treatment of gapping 
30. John eats a cake with a fork, and Bill ¢ a pie ¢. 
must be :formulated so as to allow an optional second deletion 
site--that is, as a conflation of two separate structural 
operations. The nontransformational approach discussed here 
affords a truly unitary account of both continuous and discon­
tinuous gaps, since, as can be simply verified, it produces 
sentences such as 30 exactly as it produces any other gapping. 
A more SUbstantive advantage of the interpretive approach to 
gapping is its superior account of sloppy identity. Consider 
sentence 31. 
31. John shaves his brother quickly, and Bill, slowly. 
This sentence has one reading in which John and Bill are under­
stood to shave different individuals, namely the sloppy identi­
ty reading in which each shaves his own brother. In the inter­
pretive framework I have sketched, the assignment of this 
sloppy reading to the gapped clause in 31 proceeds exactly like 
the assignment of any other kind of reading: the first clause 
of 31 will receive, among others, the following translations: 
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brother.! Cy- ,x)]) >, <APP {j } ,xO» 
b. «XPP{xo }(xCquickly' ( 'shave t (x, Pp{y})) 1\ 
brother;(y,xo)J»,<APP{j},x » o 
The gapped clause in 31, before its conjunction with its 
antecedent clause, receives 33 as one of its translations: 
33. <vO, <s ,g( (tiT) IAV) >{~slowlyt }( PP{b}) > 
Since APP{xO} and quickly' are the respective least translations 
.of' [TJohnJ and [AVquicklyJ, translations 3213. and b will supply 
the respective expressions 3413. and b for the binding of v in 
33 by 18 once conjunction has taken place. That is, onceOthe 
a. 'AV <S,g(AV}>A91~{x[v{'shave' (x, PP{y})} /\ 
brother! (y ,x) J} 
b. AAV <s ,g(AV) }5I5'{x[v{ Ashave' (x, PP{y})} /\ 
brother!(y,xo)J} 
gapped clause in 31 has been conj oined with the full antecedent 
clause , it gains the translations in 35 (among others): 
35. a. <APP{b}(x[slowly' (Ashave' (x, ~p{y })) II brother' (y,x)J) > 
b. <APP{b }(x[slow1y' ( 'shave I (x, PP{y}) II brother' (y 'xdJ) > 
3513. is the basis for the sloppy identity reading of 31. 
Now, in a deletion approach to gapping, the fact that there 
is a reading of 31 in which John and Bill are asserted to shave 
different individuals must be provided for in the identity con­
di tion on deletion. The proolem is that a precise syntactic 
characterization of sloppy identity appears to be much less than 
simple. Thus, sloppy readings of gapped clauses are automa­
tically provided for in the present framework, whereas they must 
be accounted for with very complex, ad hoc restrictions on de­
letion if gapping is to be treated as a deletion transforma­
tion. 
There are, nevertheless, some outstanding problems with the 
interpretive a.pproach. First, one of the best arguments against 
any nondelet ion approach to gapping is Hankamer I s (1973) ob­
servation that, for example, in the gapped clause of a sentence 
6 uch as 36, occurrence of the preposition on (as opposed 
to some other cannot be guaranteed without recourse to some 
a.d hoc device above and beyond mere strict subcategorization, 
if' the gap in 36 is basic. We :might stipulate that the 1L 
36. Bill depends on Harry and Harry on Bill. 
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translation of is defined only for arguments or the 
form on' (P); would be begging the question of whether 
depend on shouldn't be analyzed as a consti tuent, and depends 
on the conclusion that it shouldn't. Available evidence, how­
ever, suggests that on (agree with, .2!!... etc.) is 
an idiom, and should be treated as a constituent-­
which makes Hankamer's argument look very strong indeed. 
But an even more serious problem with this approach to gapping 
is the power of 18(11): in translating Fl([t$J'[tIjJJ), it must 
mention the independent IL translations of two different con­
stituents of [ $J; thus, it is too powerful to fit Montague's 
(1970:226) definition of a derived syntactic rule of IL or 
Cooper's (1975 :181) adaptation of this definition to his own 
semantics. Now, Montague (1970:232) requires that the relation 
between two languages determined by the translation base from 
one into the other be homomorphic; the relation required by 
Cooper (1975:184) isn't homomorphism, but is an 'adjustment' 
of this notion to his own semantics, in which expressions of 
the syntax translate as second order sequences of IL expres­
sions, and in which syntactic rules correspond to sets of 
derived syntactic rules of IL. Evidently, 18{ii) would entail 
a more complex kind of relation between English syntax and 
intensional logic than mere homomorphism or the corresponding 
relation defined by Cooper. What's worse, the need for rules 
of this character appears to be endemic to the interpretive 
treatment of all constructions but those that a.re 
'right-peripheral'. 
Conclusion. It can be concluded from this admittedly sketchy 
glance at the subject that interpretive gapping isn't possible 
within the Universal Grammar semantic framework, nor within the 
interpretively-oriented variant presented by Cooper. Whether 
this is to be taken as a sign of descriptive deficiency in these 
frameworks or, more likely, as evidence favoring a deletion 
analysis of gapping is an empirical question, the final answer 
to which will bear significantly on the broader question of 
how widely-needed transformations are for the description of 
English surface structure. 
Footnotes 
I would like to thank David Dowty for his discussion of ear­
lier versions of this paper. All errors of fact or judgement 
are mine. 
1. See, for example, Dowty.), Thomason (1976), Partee (ms.) 
and Stump (1978) for nontransformational treatments of the coo-' 
structions listed. 
2. I have investigated the possibility o:f treating gaps as 
basic syntactic variables, bound in much the same way as per­
sonal pronouns in PTQ: thus, an expression like John ¢ 
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~ £!.!1. ~Jane is bound by an elq)ression like m to kiss to 
yield John tries kiss ~ and Bill r£. Jane. In ;:JidWon to 
(il-(iii), the approach is subject"tOthe~ther difficulty 
that (iv) the binding expres sion must be a nonconstituent. A 
variant of this approach in which the syntactic gap-variables 
( '\li '! a~e t~ad~d f?r a proc:du::e for parsing out the first gapoand fllllng lt ln wlth the blndmg expression is subject to 
objection (iv) only. Neither interpretive gapping nor deletion 
gapping is subject to any of (i)-(iv). 
3. Note that since this structural operation is defined for 
bracketed expressions, it also subsumes the role of syntactic 
rule. 
4. For simplicity's sake, I shall assume a translation base 
that is unsorted (in Cooper's sense). 
5. Those instances in which T contains vacuous lambda-abstrac­
tions being somehow ruled out. 
6. 	 It can also be made to account for passive gappings (John 
kicked EiL ~ EiL Jane) by adapting Thomason~ 
.) nontransformational of passives into Cooper's
1 semantic framework and by analyzing :!:!I.-phrases as major phrasal
I consti tuents . 
I 
1. Nontransformational analyses of gapping that aren't purely 
interpretive aren't necessarily susceptible to this formal 
problem in the semantics. The variable-binding approaches men­
tioned in footnote 2 aren't, despite their syntactic problems. 
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